Jiangsu Knowledge for Category one—Level 2

1. Nanjing University, founded in 1902, is one of the most famous universities in China.

2. “上 有天堂，下有苏杭” 中 “苏”指的是苏州。In a Chinese saying which says that "Just as there is paradise in heaven, there are Su and Hang on earth", Su refers to Suzhou in Jiangsu province.

3. 江苏苏州市被认为是“东方威尼斯”。Soochow is known as the Oriental Venice.

4. 《茉莉花》是最有名 的江苏 民 歌之 一。The Jasmine Flower is one of the most representative folk songs of Jiangsu province.

5. 江苏省的省会是南京。Nanjing is the provincial capital of Jiangsu Province.

Jiangsu Knowledge for Category two—（Level 3）

1. 江苏省最早建立于清朝 时期。Jiangsu province was originally built in Qing dynasty.

2. 江苏省苏州市被誉为“人间天堂”，以园林闻名于世。Su Zhou, Jiangsu province, is celebrated as ‘heaven on earth’, renowned for the gardens.

3. 改革开放以后，旅游业成为扬州经济 增长的亮点。Since the reform and opening up in China, the tourism industry has become a highlight of Yangzhou economic growth.

4. 江苏是著名的“鱼米之州”。Jiangsu is called as ‘home of fish and rice’.

5. 江苏省的省花是茉莉，省树是银杏树。Jasmine is the flower of Jiangsu Province, and ginkgo tree is the tree of the province.
1. Jiangsu province's specialties are Yuhua pebbles and boiled salted ducks. The specialties in Nanjing, Jiangsu province are the Yangtze River, and an imperial city whose name is Jinling, here, Jingling refers to Nanjing.

2. Moonlight on The Pond is performed with Erhu and is the masterpiece of blind folk musician Hua Yanjun (Bing).

3. The longest river flowing though Jiangsu is the Yangtze River.

4. Jiangsu province has 13 cities. The southernmost city is Soochow, while the northernmost is Suchow. Nanjing is the mausoleum of the father of the Chinese Republic and forerunner of the Chinese democratic revolution.

5. “江南佳丽地，金陵帝王州” says of Jiangsu province. "A charming place in south bank of the Yangtze River, and an imperial city whose name is Jinling", here, Jingling refers to Nanjing.

手工艺品

1. The four ancient Chinese romantic tales: Madam White Snake, the Cowherd and the Weaving Maid, Dong Yong & Fairy Seven, and Liang Shan-po and Chu Ying-tai, derived from Zhenjiang, Jiangsu province.

2. The embroidery and silk arts are the famous handcraft of Suzhou.

3. Nanjing was once capital of Six Dynasties.

4. Dr. Sun Yat-sen in Nanjing is the mausoleum of the father of the Chinese Republic and forerunner of the Chinese democratic revolution.

5. The oldest city in China is Soochow which still keeps the scale of 2400 years ago.